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Details of Visit:

Author: The Happy Punter
Location 2: London
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 19 Apr 2012 3pm
Duration of Visit: 2 hours
Amount Paid: 300
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Charlotte - My Secret Life
Website: http://mysexysecretlife.com

The Premises:

I met Charlotte in a lovely flat not far from Stockwell tube station. I felt very safe, secure and
everything from that point of view was very smooth and discrete. I have to say that Charlotte made
making an appointment in itself an enjoyable and straighforward experience. In that the email and
phone connection is warm, friendly, clear in her instructions regarding the location and one feels
immediately a connection with her. So nice when this happens! 

The Lady:

I am attracted by women who write blogs (we all have our weaknesses and vices!). The reason is
because through their writings you come to know a little more about them - how they think, what
they like, etc. Through Charlotte's blog you encounter a warm, sensual, giving and very very sexy
lady...and that is precisely what greeted me as I crossed the threshold. 

The Story:

Charlotte loves to kiss and be kissed as do - so on that front we connected and indeed I found a
wonderful kissing partner!!
I have to say once the paperwork was out of the way (first things first!!) we retreated to the bedroom
and play commenced.
For that is how I would describe my time with Charlotte: playful, fun and very very enjoyable at
every level. I am sorry but I don't do the explicit detail thing (I'd be rubbish at it anyway) but a more
sexually knowing, comfortable and understanding woman you could not wish to meet. I am by not
means in my prime nor am I a Lothario or even a Casanova but Charlotte has that special
skill/ability and made me feel great, although I sensed that she enjoyed the giving and receiving as
much as I did. She however is in her prime - is there anything more lovely and delightful than a
sexually confident woman in her mid-thirties who has a fantastic body (tits are fabulous, her derriere
sumptious and delicious to hold, her legs lithe and supple)? My only regret with Charlotte was that I
tired to quickly and was sated and spent sooner than I had hoped - she, professional and wonderful
lady that she is, is kindness itself on this front but I wished I could have found the energy to rise
again to the occassion but it was not to be - there is always next time and it isnt a contest!!
Sadly, and this is so often the case, time flies when you are enjoying yourself, the 2 hours I had
booked sped by.
For me Charlotte is a beautiful gem, a wonderful find, a kind, caring, intelligent and one hell of a
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sexy lady whose company I hope to enjoy again before to long.
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